The San Diego County Office of Education’s Digital Content Portal, easily accessed with a single sign-on has high quality engaging student resources, research materials and teaching tools. The DCP Digital Library supports the widespread and effective use of informational text as emphasized in the Common Core State Standards. **30 day free trial available.**

**Professional Educator eLibrary**

Access for Pre K-12 educators to downloadable e-texts of over 145,500 titles, including most ASCD publications. It offers an instant digital library in academic and professional subject areas. Teaching teams can access topic specific books on differentiation, reading, mathematics teaching, and eBooks across all content areas, including research.

**Teacher and Student Digital Library Resources**

**California Streaming**

*CA Streaming* provides top-quality video to California districts and schools featuring 24/7 on-demand and downloadable video, audio and images. *California Streaming* is the only K-12 education community-owned and maintained multimedia provider featuring videos and e-resources aligned to the California Common Core State Standards.

**EBSCO Host – Periodicals, eBooks and Reference Centers**

*All articles are lexiled with a reading level indicator and easily translate into 31 different languages.*

**EBSCO Host Complete™** is a powerful online reference tool that offers a variety of full text and popular databases from leading information providers. This EBSCO database contains hundreds of magazines and reference books, thousands of biographies, primary source documents, an image collection, maps, and flags. Magazine titles (current and archived issues) include: *Scholastic, National Geographic, Ranger Rick, Time, Zoobooks, Sports Illustrated for Kids, Stone Soup, Girls Life, Faces, Cobblestone, Cicada, Ladybug, Owl Magazine.*

The *eBook K-12 Collection* contains almost 20,000 titles chosen to support a quality learning experience for K-12 students across all subject areas. All students in a classroom may access the same book at the same time. This collection of eBooks aligns with Common Core Curriculum Standards, and features Teacher Resources to digitally support elementary and secondary school educators.

**Read It! (formerly English Language Learner Reference Center)** is designed for middle/high school students, and anyone who has a basic foundation in English grammar and reading but needs adapted reading material for a variety of subjects. The customized articles and practice quizzes support ELL success and promote reading comprehension across a variety of school subjects and life skill areas. Read It also offers resources to help build background knowledge, conduct research, and improve study skills.

**EXPLORA** is EBSCO’s new user-friendly interface that supports student research and classroom instruction with rich, reliable content and ease-to-use functionality. It provides access to grade appropriate content, streaming videos from the Associate Press, nonfiction and primary source documents, teaching materials aligned to common core curriculum standards, and collaboration tools. Topic overviews provide students with a starting point for research.

**Points of View Reference Center** contains topics with an overview (objective background/description), point (argument) and counterpoint (opposing argument). Each topic includes a *Guide to Critical Analysis*, which helps the reader evaluate controversial topics. The *Guide to Critical Analysis* enhances students’ ability to read critically, develop their own perspective on the issues, and write or debate an effective argument on the topic.
Student Research Center (6-12) contains full text for more than 150 popular middle school magazines. All articles are assigned a reading level indicator (Lexile). Full text is available for thousands of biographies, historical essays and primary source documents, including Essential Documents in American History; Funk & Wagnalls Encyclopedia; Oxford American Dictionary; and thousands of relevant photos, maps & flags.

Science Reference Center (6-12) This comprehensive research database provides easy access to a wealth of full-text, science-oriented content. Designed to meet every student researcher’s needs. There are full texts for hundreds of science encyclopedias, reference books, periodicals, and other reliable sources. In addition, the database includes over 275,000 science images from National Geographic, NASA, UPI, Getty, and Nature Picture Library.

The History Reference Center (6-12) contains: Full text for over 200 leading history periodicals with 57,000 historical documents, 80,000 biographies of historical figures, 1,990 full text reference books, encyclopedias and non-fiction books featuring 45,000 historical photos and maps with over 80 hours of historical videos.

Teaching Books. Net (K-12) Online materials that feature both fiction and nonfiction books and authors: author videos, book summaries and instructional guides, lesson plans, audio of authors reading sections of their books and more.

World Book K-12

All of the World Book products are lexiled and easily translate into 31 different languages.

Early World of Learning (Pre K-2), an interactive, intuitive teaching tool, targeting the development of young learners in preschool and early elementary grades. It emphasizes phonemic awareness, phonics, vocabulary and comprehension using games, stories and activities with numbers, shapes, colors.

World Book Kids (K-3) features content and tools developed especially for young students in early to mid elementary grades. The site offers simple navigation, easy-to-read articles, multimedia, comparison tools, interactive games and activities, and teacher resources.

World Book Dramatic Learning (1-12) includes a step-by-step guide with video tutorials, vocabulary exercises to improve comprehension and reading fluency, writing activities to help children generate their own mini-scripts, research projects, and a dictionary. Editable versions of each play allows differentiation and customization.

World Book Discover (3-7) is designed for differentiated instruction, with reference articles, text-to-speech capabilities, learning and life skills activities, research tools, multimedia, and interactive videos.

World Book Student (4-8) includes the articles of the World Book Encyclopedia, a Biography Center, dictionary, atlas, an extensive multimedia collection, thousands of editor-selected web sites, correlations to curriculum standards, and much more.

World Book Advanced (6-12) is designed for grades 8-14. World Book Advanced is a powerful reference tool that includes encyclopedic, multimedia, full text e-books, world newspapers and research tips.

World Book Enciclopedia Estudiantil Hallazgos (4-8) offers World Book’s excellent age appropriate content, rich visual media, and interactive features in Spanish, plus is matched to the World Book Student content.